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Introduction
Multicores should still consider the benefits provided by ILP exploitation mechanisms.
Multicore research should consider the synergistic exploitation of different kinds of parallelism (pipeline, ILP, TLP, tasks, data, etc.).
In [GFV09] we have developed:
a mechanism of selective value anticipation dedicated to high latency instructions, which includes a reuse scheme for MULs and DIVs;
a value predictor for critical LOADs (miss in L2cache).
We consider integrating techniques like Value Prediction and Dynamic Instruction Reuse into Chip Multiprocessor architectures.
We present the need for evaluating multicore architectures by Automatic Design Space Exploration.

Value Prediction
in Multicores

Dynamic Instruction Reuse
in Multicores

Automatic
Design Space Exploration

In a multicore architecture a simple
implementation of value prediction is
incorrect because it can violate the memory
consistency model [MSC+01].

Consider a multicore architecture with DIR
used in each core. The following program is
executed, considering a shared memory
programming model.

Below it is presented a simulation result
from our previous work with UNISIM: the
evaluation of the evolution of the global IPC
of a dualcore Symmetric Multiprocessor.

The invalidation mechanism for the Reuse
Buffer must be implemented globally
because both local and remote stores have
to be considered.
The solution would be to benefit from the
invalidation messages sent at the level of
the processor’s cache.
Cache coherence can help at keeping the
Reuse Buffer data correct.

Besides the parameters specific to a single
processor architecture, we have to account
the ones that are multicore specific.
Simulating multicore architectures proves
to be extremely time consuming.
ADSE – developing optimized heuristic
research methods for the huge space of the
parameters of applications, compiler and
architectures.

Two detection mechanisms for memory
consistency violation are proposed:
based on addresses  a processor must
detect when another processor writes to
an address that was speculatively read;
based on values  each speculative load
will wait until its operands become non
speculative and then the load will be
performed once again.

Conclusions
We believe that the already developed mechanisms for exploiting Instruction Level Parallelism must be used in multicore architectures.
Value Prediction and Dynamic Instruction Reuse can help in increasing the performance over the sequential parts of the parallel
programs but, they have to be adapted to the more general context provided by parallel programming.
Developing a multicriteria ADSE would help in optimizing the process of determining the best architectural configuration.
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